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Experts on protest and resistance give their best
advice for women who want to flex some political
muscle over the next four years and beyond
ILLUSTRATED BY NICOLE MILES
N 2016, A presidential campaign based on xenophobia, bigotry, misogyny, racism, transphobia,
and fear won Donald Trump the presidency. And since then, he’s populated his administration
with people who preach more of the same, which means voices of resistance need to be louder
than ever. Of course, that can be easier said than done. That’s why we’ve put together this handy
guide for creating real change. Whether you want concrete ways to organize your community, tips
for making the most of a protest, inspiration from female activists of the past, or just some sweet
tunes to inspire you while toppling the patriarchy, this resource will be one you can turn to for the
next four years. Because getting complacent is not an option. As author and political activist Barbara
Ehrenreich said, “No matter that patriotism is too often the refuge of scoundrels. Dissent, rebellion,
and all-around hell-raising remain the true duty of patriots.” Ladies, it’s time to raise hell.

I
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they Fought the law
A PRIMER ON WOMEN AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
BY AMBER RAMANAUSKAS

ON DECEMBER 1, 1955, Rosa Parks, a seamstress and NAACP
activist, boarded a bus in Montgomery, AL, taking a seat just behind the “whites only” section. When the bus filled up and the
driver ordered her to move so a white man could sit she refused,
challenging Jim Crow laws. Parks was arrested, inspiring a 381day bus boycott and a case that went to the U.S. Supreme Court,
which found bus segregation unconstitutional. “People always
say that I didn’t give up my seat because I was tired,” Parks said.
“No, the only tired I was, was tired of giving in.” Indeed, her refusal to acquiesce was a deliberate act of civil disobedience.
There are many ways to protest within the law. But nonviolent civil disobedience, or principled action that purposefully
risks arrest, is deeply woven into the fabric of America (just look
at the Boston Tea Party and the Declaration of Independence).
And women have long used the tactic as well. In 1630, Anne
Hutchinson was expelled from the Massachusetts Bay Colony
for standing up for religious freedom. In 1872, before U.S. women had the right to vote, Susan B. Anthony was jailed for casting
a ballot. And in the 1950s, social activist Dorothy Day refused
to take shelter during government-mandated air-raid drills, an
anti-war action that got her hauled away in a police wagon.
Getting arrested for peacefully defying a law you believe

is unjust can help bring attention to an issue as well as instigate changes in the law. But knowing what could lead to arrest,
and what the consequences may be, is crucial. Trespassing
or disobeying a police officer’s order to disperse are two typical transgressions that could get you cuffed. The legal consequences of arrest depend on a variety of factors, including if
you are on state property versus federal property (which determines whether state or federal laws apply to your case),
your citizenship status, and how disobedient your actions are.
If you plan to get arrested, carry valid ID and alert a friend so
they can be prepared to post bail and contact an attorney. Going limp, or resisting arrest could add to the severity of your
charges. Know that you have the right to remain silent. You do
not have to write or sign any statements or speak to any prosecutors, district attorneys, or the police. Keep in mind that arrest and incarceration can result in loss of Pell Grants or federal benefits, impede employment and professional licenses, and
create immigration consequences for non-citizens. Thankfully, most protests have legal collectives that can help advise you
on the probable consequences and coordinate bail collection.
Do your homework; knowledge is power.
Amber Ramanauskas is a public defender in New York City.

march, sisters
TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE PROTESTING
BY ELEONOR BOTOMAN
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KEEP THIS HANDY list of guidelines
in mind the next time you hit the streets.

lic property. Blocking entrances or private property may lead to arrests.

Arm Yourself with Phone Numbers.
Sharpie important digits on your arm. If
you’re arrested, you’ll be able to contact
your family or a lawyer (e.g. the National
Lawyer’s Guild Arrest Hotline, 212-6796018) without a cellphone.

Pick Your Battles. If cops are yelling to
get off the sidewalk, you should probably
comply. You don’t have to be sweet to officers, but don’t antagonize them either.

Dress Smart. Wear comfortable shoes.
Layer long-sleeve T-shirts to reduce painful exposure to pepper spray or rubber
bullets. If you’re going to the front, consider wearing goggles and covering your
nose and mouth with a kerchief.

Pack Properly. Bring a charged phone,
ID, money, vital medicine (e.g. inhaler or
EpiPen), bandages, and water. Put together a pepper-spray treatment kit: milk (in a
spray bottle) relieves burning; Dawn dish
soap and water (in a small bottle) helps
clean chemicals off; and a small hand towel for patting (not rubbing!) affected areas.

Know Your Rights. Although the First
Amendment protects our right to assemble, make sure the protest is on pub-

March Effectively. Avoid creating gaps.
Cops will cut in to an open space to break
up the crowd. Be aware of your surround-
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ings. Police will put up barricades to force
twisted, convoluted routes that confuse
marchers. Look for exit strategies.
Keep an Eye on Your Friends. Set up a
buddy system and meeting points.
Document Safely. If you see police
abuses, you have the right to film them.
Back up your footage in case your phone
is damaged. If you’re unable to film, take
down names and badge numbers.
Help Each Other. Everyone has the
right to protest, including children, the
elderly, and the disabled. Keep an eye
out for those most vulnerable, including
people of color and LGBTQIA folks.
Eleonor Botoman is a politically active
sophomore at Barnard College.

the making of a movement
A Q&A WITH PATRISSE CULLORS, CO-FOUNDER OF BLACK LIVES MATTER
BY LISA BUTTERWORTH

PATRISSE CULLORS WAS only 17 when she staged her first
protest, after getting harassed in a park for being with her girlfriend. In 2013, in the wake of George Zimmerman’s acquittal for
killing unarmed black teenager Trayvon Martin, she, along with
Alicia Garza and Opal Tometi, helped found Black Lives Matter,
an activist movement that now has more than 40 chapters in the
U.S., Canada, Australia, and the U.K. Here, she tells us how to actuate change, what women bring to organizing, and how to fight
in the face of despair.
How much should intersectionality be considered
when organizing?
It should be the basis on which we understand how we organize.
We are not one-dimensional. I’m not gonna show up to a conference about race and just talk about being black. I am a black,
queer woman who was raised poor, and how I organize, understand the world, and how the world understands me is because
of all those things.
What tips would you give for making sure groups welcome people of different ethnicities, nationalities,
and backgrounds?
There’s no easy answer. On one hand, it’s about the people who
are organizing being educated enough about why it’s important
that we’re all at the table. On the other hand, it’s about people’s
intentions. In this moment, it’s imperative that across race,
gender, sexuality, and citizen status, we should be building together. Not to dissolve the specificities that come with being
black or latinx, but to say we’re up against a bigger problem. Our
movements have to come together and figure out, How do we
ensure that Trump—and the team he’s built—doesn’t get another four years in office?
What real change have you seen from your BLM work?
We’ve changed the culture. We’ve made it a popular conversation
and that is so huge. People believed that the rise of a black presidency meant that we lived in a post-racial society; I couldn’t disagree more. Black Lives Matter allowed for a new cultural phenomenon around what blackness is. Our movement has also put
elected officials on notice and we’ve seen legislative change. But
we’ve also seen a great rise in white nationalism. It’s not a coincidence that a Trump would be able to develop at this time. Historically, whenever black people have said enough is enough, white
nationalism has risen. We can’t divorce history from this moment.

ing our neighbors, having circles, talking, creating together. We
need to be able to be responsive, not just on social media but also
in the streets. I also think we need an inside/outside strategy. We
need to build real political power, whether it’s aligning ourselves
with legislators we trust and believe, or taking some of our own
folks and saying, “I think it’s time for you to run for mayor, for
State Assembly.”
Do you think women bring something unique to community organizing?
Always. And I don’t think it’s because it’s biological, in the sense
that we’re natural nurturers. But I do think because of our socialization and our relationship to patriarchy, our understanding of
how to bring people together has everything to do with the team
versus the I.
What advice do you have for women who want to take
action post-election? Where can we start?
Honestly, anywhere. If you have a local Black Lives Matter chapter, join it. Do a Google search: women’s organizations in my city.
If they don’t exist, start one. Start a meetup group that’s able to
really have a conversation about this current moment; talk about
your feelings, process, and then join something that is about
changing the current conditions that we live in.
What would you say to those who might feel overwhelmed
by the amount of social change work that needs to be done?
Feel overwhelmed. It’s overwhelming. And remind yourself
that there are so many more people who want to see this place
better off, who want to live in a world where black lives actually matter, where being Muslim doesn’t designate you as terrorist, where your native lands are protected and free from corporations, where children can live their lives without being
gunned down in the street. So many of us want to see that. Remind yourself that we can feel overwhelmed today, and then we
gotta work tomorrow.

What are the most effective ways BLM has actuated
change? Is it social media, organizing in the streets?
It’s all of it. We need to use all tools right now. What a powerful
tool social media is, but we also need to be door knocking, meet-
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come together
A COMMUNITY ORGANIZING HOW-TO
BY MIKKI HALPIN

THERE’S A SAYING in community organizing that if you
want to be an activist, walk out your front door, go to your
neighbor’s house, and start talking. It sounds simple, but
that’s basically it. Community organizing is some of the most
hands-on, sustainable, results-oriented kind of work you can
do to change the world, and you can totally do it. Here’s how:
Define community any way you want to. Maybe for you,
“community” literally is the people on your block who want to
get composting collection started. Maybe it’s a citywide group
that wants to work to reopen ERs in neighborhoods that lack
them. Maybe it’s your friends on
Twitter, or the people who respond to your Facebook appeal.
Or a bunch of strangers who
come together based on a shared
interest and a great idea. Whoever you feel comfortable with
and share inspiration and goals
with is your community.
What’s your big picture issue? Pick one thing, whether it’s
reproductive rights, food insecurity, immigrant safety, housing, war, water, environment,
prison reform—choose something that speaks to you. You
can go broad here.

to learn to deal with citizens who have mental health issues
is a lot more likely to get a response than, “I want to do something about Aleppo.” People want to do good things and they
like to be involved in good things. You are doing them a favor.
Let your passion ignite theirs.
Do your thing. It will be frustrating. Bands will flake on fundraisers. You will have to go to your local councilperson 20
times to be taken seriously. You will begin to hate everyone
who stands in your way. Keep going. Persistence is how you
turn impossibilities into possibilities.

Working within my
community is the kind
of activism that I find
the most rewarding and
sustainable. If you’re
new to “activism” as a
thing, it’s one of the best
ways to get started.

Do your homework. Look into your issue, especially on the
local level. What are the needs and challenges for success in
that cause? Who is already doing good work? Talk to people.
Go to some meetings and learn. What takes something big
like “abortion” and turns it into a manageable issue to tackle?
Set a goal. Find one thing that could make a difference; don’t
decide on your own (see above). Does your local food pantry
need an iPad to better track donations? Can you get the person in your state legislature who keeps introducing transphobic laws out of office? Is there an abortion clinic that
needs escorts? Or a hospital in Syria that needs $40K to keep
operating for one year?
Enlist others. This is the knocking on doors part! (You can
also use email.) And this is when it’s helpful to have a discrete goal. Asking someone to help you flyer for a fundraiser
for 20 hospital beds or set up training for the local precinct

Do another thing. In the course of
your fund drive, escort program set
up, legislative advocacy, or whatever
you do, you’ll see more ways and places you can help. Keep working on the
local level but also look into ways you
can make structural change on your
issue. If you started out doing a pen
pal program with juveniles in prison,
maybe next you want to look at the
way sentencing laws in your state are
affecting juveniles, or advocate for
guards in juvenile institutions to get
better mental-health training.

For me, working within my community (which I define in different ways at
different times) is the kind of activism
that I find the most rewarding and sustainable. If you’re new
to “activism” as a thing, it’s one of the best ways to get started. You can totally change the world—just walk out the door.
Mikki Halpin is the author of It’s Your World: If You Don’t
Like It, Change It, and runs the Action Now newsletter, tinyletter.com/actionnow.

call of duty
TAKE DIRECT POLITICAL ACTION BY SIMPLY PICKING UP THE PHONE
BY EMILY ELLSWORTH

SINCE NOVEMBER, ONE message has become clear:
people don’t want to wait for the next election to act, and
social media activism isn’t going to cut it. I worked for Congress from 2009 to 2014 in a state office. My primary role
was to listen to constituents and make sure the representative got their messages. I learned that many people thought
their tweets and Facebook posts had a more significant
effect than they actually did. If you want your voice to be
heard, you actually need to use your voice. Here’s how to effectively call your elected official:
Gather names and numbers. Know who your federally
elected officials are. You have two senators and one member of the House of Representatives. Find their phone numbers by typing in your address at callyourrep.co.
Stick to one message per call and one call per message. If using a script is helpful, create one with this formula: state your name and the city you live in, explain the
one issue you are calling about and what you’d like your
representative to take action on (use specific examples
such as bill numbers), wait for a response from the staffer, and then explain why this issue affects you personally.

Be calm and polite. It’s OK to be nervous. You don’t need
to make the phone call long for it to be effective.
If calling isn’t an option, send a personal email or
a letter. Make it as unique to you as possible so it will
be read and properly recorded by a staffer. Keep it succinct and include what action you’d like to see from
your representative.
The first call is the most uncomfortable. If you’ve never
called your representative before, you might not know what
to expect. As someone who took those calls for six years, I
can assure you that most offices know that it’s uncommon
for people to call or contact their representative. They will
be kind, take your message, and offer a statement from the
representative if one is available. After you’ve made your
first call, the next ones will be easier. Remember, the staff
is there to listen to your message and make sure your elected officials listen as well.
Emily Ellsworth is a former Congressional staff member.
Her ebook Call the Halls: Contacting Your Representative
the Smart Way (callthehallsguide.com) has even more info.

show them the money( or your time )
DONATE TO OR VOLUNTEER WITH THESE CRUCIAL ORGANIZATIONS
American Civil Liberties Union
(aclu.org) Working through litigation
and lobbying, the ACLU was created
“to defend and preserve the individual
rights and liberties guaranteed to every person in this country.”
Center for Reproductive Rights
(reproductiverights.org) A legal advocacy group using Constitutional and
human rights laws to advance reproductive freedom.
EarthJustice
(earthjustice.org) This environmental
law agency fights for wildlife and land
preservation, healthy communities,
and clean energy.

Everytown for Gun Safety
(everytown.org) A non-profit advocating
for common-sense gun laws.
International Refugee Assistance
Project (refugeerights.org) A group
working for the rights of refugees around
the world.
The Movement for Black Lives
(policy.m4bl.org) A collective of more
than 50 organizations, including Black
Lives Matter, organizing around the needs
of black communities.
National Immigration Law Center
(nilc.org) This L.A.-based organization is
dedicated to defending and advancing the
rights of low-income immigrants.

National LGBTQ Task Force
(thetaskforce.org) Founded in 1973, it’s the
oldest org in the U.S. promoting civil rights
for gay and transgender communities.
Planned Parenthood
(plannedparenthood.org) The embattled
number-one provider of sexual and reproductive healthcare in the U.S.
She Should Run
(sheshouldrun.org) A non-profit working
to get more women into public service and
elected positions of leadership.
Southern Poverty Law Center
(splcenter.org) A legal advocacy organization fighting for civil rights and
against hate.
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those who came before us
A BRIEF, INSPIRING LIST OF WOMEN’S MOVEMENTS THAT FORCED CHANGE
BY PATRICIA AFFRIOL

WOMEN HAVE BEEN shaking things up and creating
real change all over the world for as long as the patriarchy’s existed. It’s a powerful thing when we put our minds
together and speak out against oppression. Just look at
these examples for proof and motivation.
Washerwoman Strike In 1881, thousands of black laundresses working in Atlanta, GA, went on strike for higher
pay. It began as a small protest of 20 women and quickly
grew to 2,000, thereby inspiring cooks, maids, and nurses
to demand higher pay as well. The city caved, granting the
women the wages they deserved.
Australian Pub Protest Women in Australia weren’t
allowed to drink in bars (the few pubs that accepted female
patrons forced them to sit in a separate area and frequently
charged them more). But in 1965, Merle Thornton and
Rosalie Bogner marched into a pub and ordered a drink.
When the barman denied them, the women chained
themselves to the bar for the night, prompting a change in
the law.
Liberian Sex Strike In 2003, after 14 years of violent
civil war, women in Liberia decided they’d had enough.
That’s when Leymah Gbowee mobilized women to peacefully protest with sit-ins, public demonstrations, and…
a sex strike, meaning they purposefully abstained from
getting it on with their partners. Their actions inspired
the warring parties to negotiate a peace deal and paved
the way for the country’s first female head of state, Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf.

Applebee’s Lactation Sit-In It’s illegal in Kentucky to
ask a woman to cover up while breastfeeding, but that
didn’t stop an Applebee’s manager from asking Brooke
Ryan to put a blanket over her breasts while she was feeding her child. So in 2007, she organized a “Nurse-In,” with
hundreds of women breastfeeding uncovered at more than
30 locations of the restaurant chain throughout the country, causing Applebee’s to immediately say that all nursing
moms are welcome.
Polish Abortion Demonstrations Last year, Polish legislators proposed a law that would completely ban abortion,
even in cases of rape and threat to the mother’s life. In protest, on October 3, women across the country refused to go
to work or do household chores, shutting down businesses,
schools, and government offices for the day. Thousands of
women dressed in black and marched in the streets, shocking politicians who immediately did an about-face and voted down the ban.
Iceland Wage Gap Strike Despite being an incredibly
progressive country, Iceland still lags behind on equal pay.
So on October 24th, 2016, women walked out of work at
exactly 2:38 p.m. (when 72 percent of the workday was
finished) to symbolize the amount women are paid in
comparison to men. Although nothing concrete has been
passed, the government has pledged to make closing the
gap a top priority.
Patricia Affriol is an editorial intern at BUST and a regular contributor to bust.com.

sounds of the revolution
CHANGE-MAKING MUSIC FOR FUELING THE FIGHT
BY B-SIDE BRUJAS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

“Viva La Raza” - zapata
“Rat Race” - ralfi pagan
“Pa’ Los Chicanos” - poncho sanchez
“Get Involved” - george soule
“Stand Up and Be Counted” - ghetto kitty
“Power To The People” - curtis mayfield

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

“Free At Last” - lee moses
“Tell It Like It Is” - s.o.u.l
“Anacoana” - cheo feliciano
“O-o-h Child” - five stairsteps
“This Land is Your Land” - sharon jones & the dap kings
“The World (Is Going Up In Flames)” - charles bradley

B-Side Brujas is an all-female-of-color vinyl DJ group based out of Oakland, CA, heavily influenced by soul, funk, old
school, Latin, and Brazilian genres.
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our bodies our choice
THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL WAY WE CAN FIGHT FOR OUR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS
BY AMELIA BONOW

IN EARLY DECEMBER 2016, Ohio lawmakers stealthily pushed two abortion bans through their legislative session. One, dubbed “The Heartbeat Bill,” would’ve banned
abortion at six weeks, before many women even know
they’re pregnant, with no exception for rape or incest. If
not vetoed by Ohio governor John Kasich, it would’ve been
the most extreme restriction in the country. Instead, Kasich approved a law that bans abortion at 20 weeks, regardless of fetal viability. In an interview with Al Jazeera,
Ohio Representative Jim Buchy was asked the most innocuous gotcha question of all time: “What do you think
makes a woman want to have an abortion?” Buchy paused.
“I don’t know,” he answered. “It’s a question I’ve never
even thought about.”

The most basic level of
culture change occurs in
conversations—online, on
the subway, at your book
club, in a bar.
Unwanted pregnancies happen—a lot—to every kind
of woman: rich, poor, Democrat, Republican, devout, secular. And one in three women will have an abortion in her
lifetime, for all sorts of reasons. Lawmakers are making
decisions so fundamentally out of touch with the needs,
values, and actual lives of their constituents in part because many anti-choice crusaders like Buchy have never thought about why women have abortions. Just as the
concept of rape culture would seem outrageous to someone who doesn’t think they know anyone who has been
raped, banning abortion might seem fine to a person who
doesn’t think they know anyone who has had one. Banning
abortion at 20 weeks probably seems reasonable if you’ve
never had a conversation with someone who was forced
to deliver a fetus with catastrophic abnormalities. Culture
cannot see policies as inhumane if their human casualties
are kept a secret.
Politically, we are locked into a rough ride for four,
maybe eight years. In addition to fighting to cling to the legal protections of Roe v. Wade, it’s time to double down on

addressing the toxic cultural conditions that have landed
us at the precipice of eradicating abortion rights. It’s time
to make our communities, our workplaces, and our families places where women can discuss their abortions and,
in doing so, help those around them develop a more complex sense of compassion.
Making incremental changes in the way we discuss
abortion is going to look different for everyone. It might
simply mean telling your family members that you are
pro-choice. It might mean that when abortion comes up
with your co-workers, you take things out of the abstract
by describing the ways that you’ve seen abortion help
women live their best lives. It might mean you decide to
talk about your own abortion in ways that have traditionally been deemed inappropriate, which is pretty much all
of them.
With legal abortion on the chopping block for the first
time in a generation, these suggestions might seem trivial
and they certainly won’t be sufficient. But the most basic
level of culture change occurs in conversations—online,
on the subway, at your book club, in a bar. And as a society, it seems that we only decide to grant full human rights
to disenfranchised groups once we realize that people like
them are simply the people that we know. It shouldn’t be
our job to teach people to listen, and framing disclosure
as political imperative is problematic as hell. But finding
ways to have a real conversation is the most reasonable
place to start.
Amelia Bonow is the founder of Shout Your Abortion, a decentralized network of individuals talking about abortion
and creating space for others to do the same.
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